TRAPSHOOTING PRIMER
How To Prepare Yourself To Shoot Well

 Foreward
 Purpose
 Benchmarks as basis or starting point
 The goal of this book is to set the shooter up to perform their best as quickly as possible
and minimize the learning curve of this very testing sport. I want to give you all the basic
information needed to establish the best possible process of trap shooting.
 Shooting trap is fundamentally a process. It is establishing a routine approach to
shooting and then following that approach each and every time you mount your gun
and shoot a target.
 The nice thing is that once you figure out just what you need to do, what process best
suits your body and mind, shooting trap becomes simply a matter of mounting the gun,
calling for the bird(s), and focusing your mind and eyes on the flight of the bird – the
rest will happen automatically and you will destroy the target. You will not be cognizant
of the gun once mounted and you will not be cognizant of pulling the trigger – it will just
happen!
 So, with that in mind, I will move through all the salient points you need to establish
your beginning positions and thoughts on shooting trap. This book is a distillation of
many books (see bibliography at the end of the book for references and further
reading), interviews and my own experiences. I will get you in a position that is a
starting or reference point that will minimize any accommodations and give you the
best, most natural method of shooting trap.
 You may need to make some adjustments over time to what I tell you to do, but at least
begin where I say and give the process I will describe at least several rounds of trap
before you venture off on what you may think better suits your individual body type and
mentality.
 Straight vs handicap vs doubles
 All of the detail in this book regarding taking a proper stance, and handling and mounting
the gun will apply to all forms of trap, whether it is singles, handicap or doubles – all of the
fundamentals are the same for each game.
 Glossary
 Gun Fitting
 Goal
 As we go through this book, I think it is important to understand were we will end up before
we start – I think that will help you to better understand and integrate the variouos parts of
the trap shooting process. I sat through too many classes in school that began at the
beginning of the process without exploring the ultimate goal – I found this required going


















back and re-hashing a lot of the material because yu finay understood down the line the
relevance of a topic and its relation to other parts of the process. Havng some since of
where yu are going can reduce confusion and shorten the learning process.
I expect that yu will most likey need to review much of this material by going back, but
hopefully I can reduce that a bit.
Trap shooting is relatively smple in concept – you shoot a braod brushed stroke of pellets at
a target whose flight path is defined and consistant. In reality though it is quite complex and
requires the integration of many aspects in order to consistently break the targets.
Trap layout
Trap sequence
In order to shoot well at trap, you must be able to repeatedly, time after time after time,
mount yur gun such that you will be pointing the gun at what you are looking at – what you
see is what you hit.
If you do this task (mounting the gun) properly, set your stance to the trap range properly
and consistently, and focus totally on the target completely until you see it explode, you will
hit every target that you look at – it is that simple! Being that consistent in yur shooting
forever can be quite taxing.
That is the goal of this book – to get you properly prepared to explode, disintegrate the clay
targets. Yur jurney begins with being able to consistently mount yur gun, and that begins
with properly adjusting your gun to fit your particulat body. IF your gun does not fit you
properly, you will add greatly to the task of learning to shoot well – if you have to
compensate in too many places due to a poorly fitting gun, you may never be able to shoot
well.
You need a gun that allows you to mount it every time the same way. When a properly
fitted gun is properly mounted, the gun will to be pointed to where you are looking. When
you practice with a gun that shoots where you are looking, you will learn to explode targets.
It is that simple. No need to think about the process involved, no need to calculate lead, no
need to include the gun in your sight picture – you just mount, move the gun to your hold
point, set your eyes to be looking at the correct area, think target only, call for the target,
pick up the target leaving the trap house, stay focused on the target during its flight path
until you see it explode – that’s it…no need to worry about leading the target or pulling the
trigger – it will just happen!
If you have ever played baseball you will have experienced the same phenomenon. You
never really thin about all the various mecahnics that are required to hit a pitch – you just
watch the ball as it is released and while it is in flight – your subconscious takes over and
does the rest – it swings the bat for you. Trap shooting is the same. You practice to allow
your subconscious to learn what is required to hit the target.
Maybe a better analogy is the golf swing. When you are first learning to hit a golf ball, you
wander through a massive checklist of things to do when you address the ball and as you
swing at it…after some aount of practice, you slowly are able to simply think about the
target you are shooting for and let the body take care of the rest.



So, that is the goal of learning to shoot trap – with consistency of process the most
impoprtant objective, and it all begins with a properly fitting gun.
 Gun parts – typical competition shotgun


 The picture above represents a typical shotgun used in competition; this one in particular is a
break–open, single barrel gun that is specially designed for singles and handicap targets.
 Gun types
 Side-by-side (SxS) – has the advantage of being able to shoot all three trap disciplines –
singles, handicap and doubles though not as popular as the over/under gun.






Over/Under (O/U) – the over-under gun is the most popular choice for trap shooters who
engage in singles, handicap and doubles since it requires getting used to only one gun and
maintains an easy one-barrel site picture.


The gun also can be had as a combo, which usually provides the O/U double barrel and
either a single-under (called an unsingle and is the more popular) or single-over (called a
top-single) barrel.






Single break-open – this gun is a favorite of many for shooting singles and handicap, but
cannot be used for doubles.




Semi-auto – the “auto” is a popular gun for the casual trap shooter who also hunts; it can be
used for doubles.




Pump – another popular choice for the hunter who also wishes to shoot occasional trap.


 Gun fit
 There is nothing as important to the trap shooter as gun fit. The name of the game in trap is
consistency, and you will never achieve it unless your gun fits you properly. A properly fitted
gun will allow you to naturally mount the gun such that the gun shoots where you look –
time and time again. A properly fitted gun will place the barrel at a consistent point-ofimpact (POI) and it is that consistency that is the key to shooting well.
 There are two basic considerations to a properly fitted gun and a few more aspects that can
be explored. The two basic aspects are LOP – Length of Pull, and POI, or Point of Impact.
 LOP
 LOP is most basic of the adjustments and can be correctly done for virtually any gun.
LOP is defined as the distance between the trigger to the rear end of the stock. LOP is







important in that it will position your cheek correctly on the stock and allow you to sight
naturally along the barrel and minimize perceived re-coil.
The rule-of-thumb for LOP is that when the gun is properly mounted and secure in the
pocket of your shoulder, the bridge of your nose should be 1 ½” to 2” from the rear joint
of your thumb as you grip the stock. More importantly however is that it should be such
that your cheek rests about ½ to 2/3’s back on the stock and your sightline to the barrel
is comfortable.
The LOP can be adjusted in a couple of ways – one is to simply change the original butt
pad as supplied by the factory on the gun. This usually works for lengthening the LOP
but sometimes is not possible if you need to shorten the LOP – in that case, you may
need a gunsmith to cut some amount off the stock in order to achieve the proper length
LOP. There is nothing so disconcerting as watching a shooter with an excessive LOP try
to manage their gun.
Lengthening can be done by replacing the butt pad using products from companies such
as Kick Eez or Limbsaver. These pads come in various lengths and shapes. Some are
designed to directly replace the original butt pad provided by the manufacturer (for the
more popular guns) or are made oversize to be custom shaped by a gunsmith to your
particular gun. Others are designed to simply slip over the existing butt pad.






In addition to altering the LOP, butt pads can also provide reduced re-coil, as well as the
ability to conform the butt to your shoulder. When you elevate your shooting shoulder



upwards, you will form a pocket between your collar bone and the shoulder joint – your
gun should fit into that pocket. You will note that the pocket is not vertically shaped, but
slants outward from top –to-bottom. Some re-coil pads allow you to adjust the butt
plate to conform to that pocket, giving you a firmer and more repeatable mount.
Several companies make such adjustable re-coil pads. GrayCoil leads the way but several
alternatives are available. Adjustments include LOP, level of re-coil absorbsion, height,
cast and pitch.








POI
 For the bulk of the lower end and common hunting shotguns, you will be limited to
adjusting just the LOP. If you become serious about trap and wish to be the most
consistent you can be, you will have to opt for a more expensive gun designed to allow
you to make further adjustments, ones which will improve your ability to mount the gun
with a controlled site picture and possibly your point-of-impact (POI).
 Ideally, you would like a gun such that when you mount it, it will be aiming where you
are looking. There are several aspects inferred in that statement – we will cover them
one-at-a-time.
 Firstly, consider the basic stock itself. One of the tenants of good trap shooting is that
you remain as upright as possible in your stance and that you keep your eyes as level
laterally as possible.
 Most common shotgun stocks are referred to as field stocks. These stocks slope
downwards from the front of the stock to the butt of the stock. This allows many
different shooters to use the gun since by moving their cheek along the top, or
comb, of the stock, they can adjust the gun to fit their body and attain a good site
picture along the top of the barrel. The bad part of such a stock for a trap shooter is
that it allows a variable into their site picture if they mis-mount the gun, or allow the
gun to move while shooting.


 For the trap shooter, better alternatives exist. They can use a gun with a straight
stock, or a variant that is sort of a combination of the field stock and the straight
stock.
 The straight stock is just that – it lowers not at all or only slightly from the front
to the rear. The advantage is that you maintain the same site picture regardless
of where your cheek rests on the stock.


 The Monte Carlo stock is sort of a hybrid in that the major portion of the comb
is straight, while the butt of the stock is positioned lower to better fit some
shooters’ shoulder pocket.


 Even though the straight stocks and the Monte Carlo stocks allow maintaining a
constant site picture no matter where you mount the gun and place your cheek
along the comb, there is still a limitation in that different shooters’ bodies will
produce a non-ideal site picture if the stock places their cheek too high or too
low relative to the top of the barrel.
 A nice solution to this problem is the adjustable comb. A section of the upper
comb is cut out of the stock, some hardware installed, and the comb becomes
adjustable for height! For some of these applications, the comb can be adjusted
right or left also but we will cover that later.








Most competition and many hunting shotguns have sights on the barrel to allow you to
position the gun barrel consistently when mounting the gun. While most shotguns have
a front sight (or bead), most of the shotguns designed for competition also have a
second bead placed somewhere along the barrel, usually about half-way. This second
sight point allows you to be more precise with the barrel placement when mounting the
gun, making it easier to assure that your barrel is positioned properly with respect to
the pitch of its elevation and its angle laterally.

 Adjustable rib


Stock cast






Both comb cast and height can be adjusted with an adjustable comb which comes as a
standard feature of many guns, can be optionally ordered, or can be added to most
existing shotguns stocks by a good gunsmith.





 Re-coil

 Re-coil can be a real detriment for some shooters if they are not aware of the many things that
can cause re-coil and the many things that can be done to mitigate re-coil. Significant real or
perceived re-coil can cause a shooter to flinch and ruin the sport for them, but know that there
is no need to be concerned with re-coil – it can be minimized to a point that you will never
consider it a problem in your shooting.
 Several things can be done to minimize re-coil:
 Gauge – most shooters use a 12 gauge gun for trap, but 16, 20 and even 28 gauge (the
smaller the gauge number the larger the gun bore - the inside diameter of the barrel)
guns can be used to be a successful shooter. Of course, the larger the gauge, the more
potential fire power you can have which in the long run will provide better scores, but
certainly while you are learning the game a smaller gauge will be plenty and in fact,
using a smaller gauge to begin with could improve your learning since it will take a
better shot to destroy targets with less fire power.







Gun type - semi-automatic shotguns inherently have less re-coil than pump action or
break-action type guns because the mechanism that re-loads the chamber absorbs
much of the re-coil. Weight can also be added to a gun which will reduce perceived recoil.

Re-coil pads – I would say that each and every shotgun to be used to shoot trap should
be equipped with a re-coil pad of some form or another. Pads come in many varieties
but all are basically designed to lessen the impact of re-coil. Some are designed to be
integral with the stock itself rather than mounted to it and can adjusted for how much

of the re-coil they absorb. Some guns have internal components that will also absorb recoil.












Shell load and gauge can largely affect perceived re-coil – the larger the load, the larger
potential for increased perceived re-coil. The tradeoff is of course that smaller loads will
have less fire power and could affect the impact on the target. If you go on to shooting
sanctioned events, such under the ATA (Amateur Trapshooting Association), there are
limits to the amount of powder and shot size that will be allowed.
In general, do not use any more fire power than is necessary to destroy the targets. For
example, for when using a 12 gauge gun for singles targets shot at 16 yards and the
shorter handicap targets, the most popular load is a 2 ¾” shell with 2 ¾ dram-equivalent
powder and 1 1/8 ounce of number 8 size shot. When moving back past 24 yards or so
for handicap shooting, increasing the dram-equivalent to 3 and the shot size to 7.5
(again, like gauge, the smaller the number the larger the shot size) is the most popular
load. Lesser loads will reduce perceived re-coil, but at a cost of fire power.


 Stance
 Athletic
 Upright
 Square
 Knees
 Weight distribution
 Mount
 Square
 Upright
 Gun-to-cheek
 Firm
 Shoulder socket
 Elbow elevation
 Left elbow
 Grip
 Firm
 Natural aimpoint
 50 yard stick
 Trap range
 House
 Trap angles
 Posts
 Hold points
 Lateral Posts 1-5
 Vertical
 Low
 High
 Where to look
 Eyes
 One-eyed
 Two-eyed

 Glasses
 Soft focus
 Hearing protection
 Foam inserts
 Custom inserts
 Ear muffs
 Light weight
 Full
 Active
 Viewing targets
 Focus
 Micro-focus
 Peripheral
 Shooting
 Intersection vs follow
 Smooth swing
 Speed/timing
 Slap trigger
 Mental game
 Focus
 Learned
 100 vs 25 vs 5 vs 1
 References
 Books
 Web
 DVD/CD

